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1. Purpose of report/ Introduction/ Background

Nationally and within the Barnsley area there continues to be a shortage of foster carers to 
provide quality local placements that are in line with the needs of the children and young 
people requiring care. This can result in children having to be moved a number of times, 
sibling groups being split up and placements having to be made out of area. All of which are 
not conducive to achieving the best outcome for a child requiring care.  

While the recruitment activity needs to attract an increased level of enquiries from people of 
all backgrounds and skills to meet demand, there also needs to be targeted efforts around 
harder to place groups. Specific to Barnsley, this includes older teenagers, sibling groups and 
children with specific healthcare needs, which is very much in line with regional and national 
trends. There also needs to be a focus on recruiting foster carers to provide long-term 
fostering placements. 

2. Recommendations

Members are asked to support the BMBC initiative to recruit more foster carers both through 
assisting the marketing campaign and offering support to our existing foster carers in the 
community. 

3. Conclusion/ next steps

We will continue to build on our marketing and recruitment success through the 
implementation of our 2018 / 2019 Marketing and Communication plan.

4. Risks/ barriers

If the recruitment and retention of foster carers does not meet demand and need, there is a 
risk that children in care cannot be cared for within local, family foster placements.

Continued engagement from partners is required to support the effectiveness of ongoing 
recruitment campaigns and specifically, the range of support available to children in care and 
their foster carers across the borough.
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5. Financial Implications

A failure to recruit Barnsley foster carers places a reliance on external fostering and 
residential providers which will lead to more pressure on internal budgets.

6. Co-production/ stakeholder engagement
(State how views of children, young people, and partners have been included)

Children in care and care experienced young people are as minimum standards, fully 
consulted as part of the assessment and care planning process.

The Care4Us Council is consulted about all policy changes and service developments. 
There are clear links between the group and the Corporate Parenting Panel.

Foster carers views are ascertained and considered through the Fostering Association and 
Foster Carer Support Groups.

7. Appendices/ background papers
7.1    Fostering Barnsley 2017/18 Campaign Evaluation 

marketing.docx

7.2    Fostering Barnsley 2018 /19 Communication and Marketing Plan

Communication and 
Marketing plan.docx

Fostering Marketing and Recruitment 2017 - 18

During 2017 / 2018 we have continued to develop our marketing and recruitment activities to 
encourage prospective foster carers in Barnsley.  The key focus was to present fostering as an 
attractive career option and to demonstrate that fostering is open to people with a range of life 
circumstances.  This has required a change in the way in which we promote foster care, removing 
corporate images and instead using local people and places for images (or images that 
represented this) on social media. 

A large part of this work was done by working closely with one particular area ward council – The 
North East Area.  By working in partnership and using their resources, the initiative was to ‘flood’ 
the local area with Barnsley fostering branding and messages. Being invited to a large number of 
community events allowed us to substantially raise the profile of fostering within the local area.  

We introduced the Fostering Fathers blog; a real life account of the steps to becoming a foster 
carer written by a new couple. The introduction of this was to again normalise the perception of 
fostering. The couple being LGBT also helped us tackle issues in respect of myths and barriers to 
fostering as well as the low number of LGBT foster carers that Barnsley has. 

Dearne FM adverts played a key part in raising awareness and targeting the emotion of becoming 
a foster carer.   We took part in national fostering campaigns such as Fostering Fortnight and 
LGBT Foster adopt week, celebrating these events predominantly on social media. The annual 
Barnsley fostering ‘walk around’ is great way to both raise awareness and celebrate our foster 
carers.   

https://fosteringbarnsley.blogspot.co.uk/2018/01/foster-fathers-very-first-steps.html
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We grew our partnership link with Barnsley FC, doing a Takeover day in April 2017 for their match 
against Brentford.  This was followed by attending the clubs open day in July.  Barnsley fostering 
also sponsored a BFC player and we held our annual foster carers ball in their Barnsley FC 
Legends Suit. This year has shown an increase of promotion from Barnsley FC on social media, as 
well as offering us a discount on pitch side advertising.  We continue to develop this positive 
relationship.

To meet the specific demand of children harder to place (older children and adolescents, children 
and young people with special needs), we began work with  potential  and existing carers to 
encourage them to re-consider their  age range,  to meet the needs of Barnsley’s children in care.  
We also featured a blog (Making the fostering jump from young to.... teenagers) around current 
carers making the decision to consider fostering older children.   A social media campaign ran in 
January 2018 which also used targeted images and quotes along with the hashtag #BarnsleyCares 
to softly encourage people to consider fostering difficult to place children. This has continued and 
forms a key piece of targeted work in the 2018/19 campaign

Marketing Expenditure 

The expenditure for the 2017 / 2018 marketing campaign is shown in the table below.

Campaign Cost
Facebook advertising £1000
Dearne FM adverts £3051
Design £120
Print £1078
Chronicle advert £304
Barnsley Today advert £250
Cannon Hall food festival £40
BFC Pitch side advert £650
Marketing materials £528
Total £7,0221

Enquiries to Foster

During 2017/18 we achieved 160 enquiries which is an increase on the previous year in which we 
achieved 131.The enquiry to approval process has been reviewed and stream-lined to give new 
carers a better experience and ensure that suitable new carers are approved as quickly as 
possible.  The Fostering Network Benchmark for assessments is 241 days, Barnsley’s average 
time from application to approval is 125 days.  

Barnsley’s performance exceeds national averages in terms of the number of approvals relative to 
expressions of interest.  The latest figure for conversion in Barnsley is 23% as opposed to the 
latest national average figure of 10%.

Foster Carers Recruited 

37 foster carers were recruited during 2017/18 which exceeded any previous year in the history of 
the Barnsley service.  The age break down of this recruitment

Age Range / Status Numbers recruited
0 – 4 6
5 – 9 19
10 plus 6
Connected Person 6

https://fosteringbarnsley.blogspot.co.uk/2018/01/making-fostering-jump-from-young-to.html
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As the table below shows 2013/14 Barnsley approved a total of 10 carers and this had been the 
pattern of recruitment for many years previously. In 2017/18 a total of 37 new households were 
approved. This significant increase even over the previous 3 years where the position had 
improved from 10 to the early 20s has been achieved by the introduction of the new, tighter 
timelines from enquiry to approval and by the effort and commitment of the assessing team to 
raising the profile of Fostering in Barnsley.

Fostering Activity 13/14 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18
Recommendations for Approval of Connected 
Persons Foster Carers

1 0 3 1 6

Recommendation for Approval for mainstream foster 
carers

9 22 22 21 31

What Next: 2018 / 2019

This year the focus continues on fostering with Barnsley Council, stimulating interest through 
dispelling myths - If somebody already thinks they are too old to foster, they’re not even going to 
search online to find the answer.  We need to challenge through myth busting and inform single 
people, those in rented accommodation, from the LGBT community, disabled people or in full-time 
employment that they can bring something to fostering., This will increase our pool of potential 
carers and diversify the skills and home environments available to our children and young people.

Following the success of the North East Area council targeted campaign, we are now rolling out 
recruitment, associated communications and marketing to the rest of the Borough, based on Area 
Council areas  - Central; Dearne, North Area; Penistone; and South Area (with continued work in 
North East Area).  Fostering Area Council Champions are in place leading the campaigns across 
each Area Council.  This is the main focus for the Service with foster carers and fostering staff 
continuing to be a presence across a range of family orientated events within the Borough.  

We continue to share key messages on the benefits of becoming a foster carer with BMBC.  
Increasing the use of case studies, photos, quotes and short videos featuring our current foster 
carers from each Area Council.  We are placing particular emphasis on the celebration and sharing 
of success.

Using existing #BarnsleyCares message, supplemented by an Area Council hashtag eg 
#PenistoneCares, a memorable and striking approach to the campaign is being used across the 
Borough with area teams and on social media.  These are being used to promote taking the 
fostering information evenings “on tour” around the Borough, instead of just being at the town hall.

In April 2018 the previous fostering skill based payment scheme was revised in response to 
experience in delivering the scheme and feedback from carers and now operates on three Levels 
rather than five. A key feature of the change has been to increase the initial skills fee at level 1 as 
experience showed that this was often too low an amount to attract and retain carers. Age related 
skills fees have also been introduced to recognise some of the challenges in caring for older 
children and encourage carers to consider an older child. The maintenance allowances which 
cover the actual costs of caring for the children are paid in line with Government guidance.   These 
changes support our stated aim to increase the number of foster carers for older children.

We are testing a new advertising tool – DAX Audio. This provides audio adverts specifically to 
people aged 25 – 65 in Barnsley who are streaming audio content such as Talk Sport, Capital FM, 
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Podcasts etc. This will match the spend previously with Dearne FM in the previous year, but is 
more targeted and will reach a larger number of a specific audience.

The recruitment of Barnsley foster carers is an integral part of Barnsley’s Placement Sufficiency 
Strategy.  The 2018/19 Qtr 1 Placement financial report reports a break even position which is 
testament to the success of the recruitment campaign.


